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. CYLIKUHCAL BODIES AND WING-I?QDYCOMB3NATJDNS

AT VERY HIGH lmn?msomcSPElm3

By H. Reese Ivey and.Robert R. Morrissette

EmMMmY

A theory for very high superso~c flow is applied to detemine a ‘
first approximation to the pressure distribtiion, ldft, and drag due
to lift for a slender cylindrical body of revolution and a wing-body
combination. The method is applicable only if the altitude of flight
is low enough for the gaE dynamics type of flow to exist, if the angle
of attack is large, and if the Mach nuuiberis exbremely hrge. The
““&eoryused was derived on the basis of a ratio of specific heats equal
to unity.

The method indicates that the flow effectively seperates from the
body before reach@g the widest part of the cross section. The boundary
of this region is determined. Certain load concentrations are fouud
near the wing-body Junction of the configuration hvestigated.

INTRODUCTION

Lcng-range rocbt-proyelled missiles sometdmes reach very high
angles of attack at high sqersonic s~eeds as they re-enter the dense
lower atmosphere. These l@h angles of attack may be reached accidentally
because of the lack of control at higher altitudes or because of the
llft required to ievel out the fllght path and to zoom the rocket upward
again. .

The most efficient shqe for obtaining lift at very high supersonic
syeeds is a body with a flat lower surface as pointed out in reference 1.
The pressure distribution for such a body is the same as that of a flat
plate and.can be calculated by the method of reference 2. A slight
extension of this method is necessq, however, before the lift of the
more cmmnon type of missile (one with cticular cross section) cm be
detemnined.
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A method is presented h reference 2 for a~yroxhuately predicting
the drag of three-ctlmensionalshapes and the 13ft and drag of two-
iMmensional shapes at very hi@ supersonic speeds. An extension of the
previous work to include the lift and @ag of slender cylindrical
bodies at El@- angles of attack is given herein. More specifically,
the present payer is conf~ed to a consideration of the forces on that
part of a circular cylinder which is not influenced.by the nose of
the body and to a Uscussion of the spanwise load distribution of a wing-
body combination at high angles of attack. Detemdnation of the
pressures on
are left for

CD

‘ CL

c~

the nose and the effect of nose pressures on body
future research.

SYMEOIS

drag coefficient due to 13ft based on plan area

Mft coefficient based on plan area of

normal-force

C1,C2,andC3 constants in

D drag

d diameter

L lAft

z

M
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r
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P
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coefficient based on @an

equation for the shape of

length of section of body under

momentum

yressure coefficient; any yoint

radius

free-stream velocity

coordinate axes

angle of attack

angle between surface, or shock
direction

ratio of specific heats

pressures

of cylinder

area of cyldnder

the shock wave

consideration

wave, and free-stream
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free-stream densityP

Subscripts:

1

2

h

i

N

n

v

point where

point where

horizontal

high-density region se~tes frcxnbody

hi@-density region hits wing

end point of integration

normal

based.on normal velocity c)ampnent

vertical

Figure 1 is a
hatched area being

v~

Cylindrical

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

schematic representation of a missile,
that suitable for investigation by the

lkch llnes .

\//

Figure 1.”-Missile
yresent

3

with the

present method..

with region of application of
mdhod (hatched mea) ●
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A method for
at very high
in reference

detemdmlng the pressures over several aerodynamic shapes
supersonic speeds in the gas-dynamics flow regime is given
2. The method is based on the fact that the pressure

coefficient at any point on a body a~proaches a 13miting value as the
Mach number is increased. AE the speed increases, the shock wave wraps
more tightly about the body, and the region of disturbed flow around the
body becomes relatively small. Reference 2 showed that the flow pattern
and, hence, velocities, centrifugal forces, and surface pressures are
not affected greatly by the value chosen for the ratio of specific
heats 7. Since the selection of 7 . 1.0 simplifies the problem
considerably without modif@ng the results very much, this value of
7 is wed in the present analysis.

Figure 1 clearly shows the similarity between a cylinder at high
X of attack and a wing swept back outside the Mach cone. As on a
swepthack wing, the pressures on the cylinder are dete~ed only by
the ccrqonent of the free-stieam velocity normal to the @s of the
cylinder. The combination of free-stream Mach number and angle of attack
must be such that the cmponent TN is much ~eater than the local

speed of sound h order for the calculations to be valid. For a given
forward Mach nmiber, therefore, the equations are more accurate at high
angles of attack. The prollem has thus been reduced to the i.nvestigaticn
of the pressures over a oircular cyllnder normil.to the stream of air
moving at VN.

.
/

A schematic representation of the general flow pattern based on
the results of reference 2 is given in figure 2. The Wcbess of the
high-pressure region has been exaggerated for clarity. Also, the flow
is shown to separate from the surface at some point which is to be
calculated subsequently in this section.
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Shock wave

Velocity component
normal to
cylinder axis

V~-~-~es~~e

>

h figure
calculations.

region

Figure 2.- Sohemxtio flow ~ttern.

3. ere shown the an@e and ~ints that are used in the

Y“+
(xi,7i)

x

>

‘=@=

Figure 3.- GeOmetryof the enalysis
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The pressure”coefficient P at ~ pOtit (XWTi) iS @~ ~ reference 2

as

Y’ d-$ 1
For the circular oyl.inder, ; = cos P ad ~ =

Then, the
-m”

pressure coefficient for the circulxr cyllnder at any point is

‘J’ ~
Yi

Pi = 2(1 - COS%J -2 ‘h p Cos p dy
rsinpi 0

()

Yi2 g
=21-—-

2

Yi2
=2- 3—

r2

a more ‘*tailed

+

(2)

distribution over the cy13nder is given
plot of the pressure distribution is given

A shtch of the pressure
as figure 4;
in figure 5.

Upstream side

.

.

)

Figure 4.- Pressure distribution over the cylinder.

Downstream side

.
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The limiting negptive pressure coefficient at very hi@ supersonic ~eeds
is quite close to zero, and for W practical purpmes ne@ive pressure
coefficients can be asswned to be unattainable at these syeeds. The
centrifugal force due to the curvature of the flow is equal to the
difference in pressure between the shock wave and the surface of the
cylinder# When the calculated surface pressure coefficient reaches zero,
the shock wave must M.ver@ from the body inasmuch as the pressure tioj
across the disturbed air layer is no longer sufficient to produce the
flow curvature reqmlred for following the swface.
(q,Yl) ~ere tie shock wave CaR no 10uer fO11OW
is found by setting the yressure coefficient equal

3Y;
P,=2-~=o

L r’

therefore,

rY1 2—= - = 0.8165
r 3

Since for a body with a given diameter

The seyeration point
the surface curvature

to zero; that is,

(3)

the J3ft and drag increase
directly with the length of W–e body, the force coefficients–arebased
on the plan area of the cyllnder - that is, the yroduct of length and
diameter. The normal-force coefficient based on the dynamic yressure
corresponding to the normal velocity comyonent V~ is

rl?
r

,.

= 1.089 (4)

Based on free-stream dynamic yressure, the normal-force coefficient is

()T$$
2

~=cNn ~ = 1.@39sin2a

“J
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Then, the lift

.

coefficient is

CL = 1.089 sin2a cos a.

and the drag coefficient duO,to Idft is

~. 1.089 sin3a

The 13ft-drag ratio, therefore, is

L—= cota
D

NACATN NO. 1740

(6)

(7)

(8)

Equations (6), (7), and (8) are plotted in figures 6, 7, and 8, respectively
lkxhum Mft is ob@inedat anen@e of attackof about 55° (fig. 6);
the corresponMng dragis very hi@ (fig. 7). Because of the neglect
of tiscous drag, very high.lift-drag ratios are tidicated for luw angles
of attack (fig. 8). The nmthod bhould not, however, be app~ed at low
-s “

The shape of the shockwave that wraps about the cytidrioalbody
can be estimated from mamentum considerations. The “zero-pressurestream-
line method” of reference 2 assumes that the very-hi@-density region
behind the shockwave is very narrow and is bounded on one side by
shock p%ssure and on the other side by negligible pressure. Since the
shock wave is one of the boundaries of the,very-narrow, high-density region,
the direction of the shock wave at any yoln.tis the same aa the directicm
of the total momehtum in the high-density region at that same Toint;
therefore, the slope of the shock wave at any point (q, yi) is

(9)
.

The vertical momentum at the potnt (xl,y~ Where tie flow effecti~e~

seyarates frti the body iE given by the follcndng equation:

.
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The horizontal mmnentwn at this same petit is given as

32Pno further’loss in momentum is assumed to take @ace after the
high-density flow separates from the ~od.y,the vertical mmnentum rerdns “
constant and equal to the value at the pcdnt (xl,y~ . The horizontal

momentum, hawever, at some point (q, y~ beyond the point of separatim

is the sum of the horizontal mmsntum at the point (xl,y~ and the

horizontal momentum added-from the fr6e stream between the yoints
(x~,yJ and. (q,yJ ● Thus, \

(=Pv# Cos PI

Substituting the foregoing

equation (9) and letting

c1 = (2 Cos pl

!q )’cospay-yl+y~
o

JY1 ..)Cospay-yl

\
o

and

/

Y~
C* = -2 sin 131 Cos p ay

o

—— — .— —— ..—.— — _ ___ _ .. ———_ .. ..
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Integrating yields the folkdng relatian:
.

yip + clYi + Czq = C3 (lo)

The constant c3 may be obtahed by bva3mal& the left side of the

equation at the petit (X1,y~. The equation of the shock wave.is, thus,
parabolic, and the constants ~volied vary with the shaye of the body.

For the case considered herein (cyldnder
constants my be evaluated from the following

Sinp= l-x

Cosp=y

with r = 1.0) the .

relations (see fig. 3) :

. .

JY1
Y12

o
cospdy. —

2

Since yl was found to,be O .81J55(equation (3)), men

.

Evaluating the
yield the following
cylinder:

‘~=r - -=00’23’
constants and mibstituting them in equation (10)
equation for the shock wave after it leaves the

Yf - 1.089yl - o.385q + 0.385 = O (1.1)

Equation (U.) is plotted in figure 9.

. —-=. –-–- —~ -.–— —~. ------ —.—,.. . .. -r— — —.- _
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SPAIWISE LOAD DISTRDUTION

U

The method used herein for obtaining the s-se
is llmited to wing sections with flat lower surfaces.
UJ3tribtiion can then be calculated ti three yarts.

load distribtiion
The qmnwise load

Imad distribtiion over cylindrical bol~.- The load distribution over
the cylindric.kilbody can be obtabed from equation (2) or from figure 5.

Load distribution alon~ win~ outboerd from point where him-density
air hits wing.- Since a complete loss in mmentum (in the direction normal
to the body axLs) occurs on the lower surfaces of the wings just as on
the leading edge of the cylindrical body, the ‘pressurecoefficient is,
therefore, the same at both @aces. This pressure coefficient is the
Teak pressure coefficient of the cylindrical body, and the value is 2.0.

Concentrated load in him -density flow that separates from cyllnder.-
The yressure new the wing-body titersection follows from elementary
considerations. Since the normal-force coefficient (1.089)-of the body
based on the dynamic pressue for the velocity normal to the axis of the
body is less than that due to a complete loss in momentum (2.0),
ap~reciabls mamentum remains h the air stream. This mcfmentumis
concentrated into a very narrow sp3n34isedistance (zero for the case of .
Y = 1.0 because the density goes to 5nf3nity) and, finally, is completely
lost at the wWg surface (near the wing root). The momentum of the flow
normal to the tis of the body is all lost (yart at the body and pert
near the wing-body juncture); therefore, the total lift for a unit
length of wing and body is the same as that for a continuous wing.
Inammch as the 13ft coefficient over the body is about one-half that
over a wing, the lift coefficient at the wing root must then be higher
than that of a wing alone; thus,.very high peak pressures etist near
the wing root. The theory indicates that for the lhiting case of
extremely high Mach nunibersthe ~ressure coefficient is infinity for
an infinites~l distance along the syan (yoint P h fig. 10). Point P2
can be found from the equation of the shock wave 7equation (11)). For
finite Mach numbers the peak pressures are eqected to be finite and
the yressure distribution

The part of the body
wing develops 13ft in the

is eqected to have less abrupt changes.

ahead of or behtid the section influencing the
manner shown h figures 5 and 6.

coIwxmm?GREMARKS

An apyroxhmube theory for very high suyersotic syeeds is ap~lied
to detemine the lift and hag due to lift for a cyklndrical body and a

——. .. . . . s. ——. .-— ___ —— .—— .
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wtng-body cmkhaticm at hi@ angles of attack in a.gas dynamics t~e
of flow. I?.ora body with a gl.vendiameter the lift is directly ~roportional
to the body length. The Hi% of the circular body is approximately one-
half that of a wing of the same ylam area. The *g roots have,extremely ‘
high pressures because they convert the flow around the local body
sections into additional Uft. The wing and the conesyonding prt of
the body develo~ a com%ined 13ft equal to that of a continuous wing.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Ta., August 3, 19h8
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